Elected F.R.S. 1945 V incent Charles Illing was an internationally distinguished petroleum geologist who exemplified in his career the advantages of integrated academic and industrial work. His name will always be linked with the Royal School of Mines, London, where he created and developed over forty years the only department of petroleum geology in this country and one of the foremost in the world. His studies of the occurrence of oil and gas were no mere academic exercise. He was unique in British geology in combining the duties and responsibilities of a professor with those of guiding petroleum exploration and exploitation in various parts of the world. He never relin quished his consultant's role. His biography is of particular interest now that pragmatism in scientific work has regained much of its former respectability.
Y outh
Illing was born on 24 September 1890 at Jullundur in the Punjab. He was the younger son of Thomas Illing, serving with the Indian Army. His father was a great hunter and fine shot, and it was on his father's hunting expeditions that he seems to have developed his inherent powers of observation and the feeling for country which are such essential requirements for the field geologist.
He used to tell how once he saw a tiger approaching him on the same track. As the tiger was obviously not hunting he decided to apply a lesson taught by his father, to show no fear. So he continued walking as if unconcerned, but keeping a wary eye on the animal. To his great relief the tiger did the same, confirming that most carnivores kill for food not mischief, and unless very hungry do not normally attack or interfere with human beings who show no fear. He was not attracted by hunting as a sport; the kill sickened him, and in later years he shot only for essential food in the bush when there was no other supply. In India, however, he was greatly attracted by the many wonderful plants and butterflies he saw on hunting expeditions, and started a collection of moths for display: in later years he regretted having killed such beautiful creatures.
He had his first grounding in the three Rs at an Army school in India. When his father was later posted to Malta his education was continued in the
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Army school there, but he was soon moved to a local school some distance from home. There appears to have been a feud between him and some of the local Maltese schoolboys who travelled the same route, but he soon learned to defend himself and gave as good as he took. He became a good football player in Malta. Matches were played on gravel, and were followed by a hosing down to remove blood and grit acquired during the inevitable frequent falls. He was clearly a tough, resilient and energetic boy, imbued with the competitive spirit; he liked to play his full part in school life and was encouraged to do so by his masters.
It was in M alta that he first became aware of the physical laws of nature by finding a book on elementary physics. This opened up a new world to him, and taught him the wonders of discovery which never left him.
W hen his father retired and the family returned to England to live at Nuneaton in the Midlands, Vincent was thirteen. His mother was ambitious for him, and he was sent to King Edward V I Gramm ar School at Nuneaton (a Headmaster's Conference School founded in 1552). He soon discovered that he was very backward in comparison with other boys of his own age, and set himself the task of catching up. He displayed great determination, even to the extent of at first keeping away from the much-loved playing fields. However, an irresistible urge to show a lesser exponent how to kick a football resulted in a broken window, following which school authority corrected his self denial. He was soon playing for the school and caught up on work. He was awarded a scholarship, and also a prize for handwriting in an all-England competition-a source of amazement later to all who tried to decipher his adult hand. In due course he sat for a Cambridge scholarship examination: he used to recall that on the way to Cambridge he was so nervous because so much depended on the result that he was physically sick in the train. He gained a scholarship to Sidney Sussex College. To take up his scholarship he had to pass in Greek in the 'Little Go' examination, which he did after only six weeks' instruction: fortunately during early Bible training with his mother he had learned much of the New Testament by heart, and the chosen passage for translation was biblical.
Cambridge
At Cambridge it was essential for Illing to make full use of his time, and limited money, as his family were beginning to look to him for decisions affecting all their futures. He had intended to work for the Indian Civil Service but he was soon drawn by the fascination of science, being much influenced thereto by W. G. Fearnsides, university lecturer in geology and Fellow of Sidney Sussex. Illing used to say that he took up geology to be able to argue the better with 'Bones' Fearnsides. He also liked mathematics, but was impatient with the routine working out of long problems when the answer could be arrived at by a shorter, commonsense approach. His maths tutor was upset by this lack of humility and Fearnsides had to mediate, but as a result Illing's preference for geology was confirmed.
His love of sport continued at the University, and he played soccer for Sidney Sussex. He might have reached the University team but for a broken ankle at the critical time. He achieved some success as a sprinter, reaching close to a ten seconds hundred yards.
He graduated in 1912, obtaining first class honours in Part I and Part II of the N atural Science Tripos in three years. His special proficiency in geology was recognized by the award of the Harkness Scholarship. This allowed him, while still at Cambridge, to continue researches on the trilobite faunas of the Cam brian rocks at Hartshill, Nuneaton, near his home, begun when he was making a geological m ap of the area as an undergraduate. This work involved the digging of trenches to expose the fossiliferous rocks. It revealed the capacity for hard work, detailed observation, description and deduction which was to play such an im portant part in his subsequent career.
In 1913 Professor W. W. W atts offered him a post as demonstrator in the Geology D epartm ent of the Im perial College of Science and Technology, South Kensington. Fearnsides had m arried W atts's daughter, a link which probably played some part in causing W atts to ask Fearnsides if he had any candidates. Fearnsides nominated Illing, his most promising pupil. The post was to be biased towards applied geology which Fearnsides regarded as very im portant, and which he practised himself with considerable success. Illing accepted the appointment.
Vincent Charles Illin g

Imperial College
Short visits to Hartshill by motor-cycle from his digs in N orth London were squeezed into his busy lecture schedule to enable him to complete his researches on the Cam brian faunas during his first years at Im perial College. A preliminary announcement of the results of his researches was made at the meeting of the British Association at Birmingham in 1913. The main publication was delivered to the Geological Society of London in 1914, appearing in the Quarterly Journal the following year. The paper, entitled 'The Paradoxidian Fauna of part of the Stockingford Shales' which included a geological map, is a classic detailed description of the geology, particularly the stratigraphy and palaeontology, of a small area where natural rock exposures are rare. The rock succession of the Abbey Shales was measured in inches, and fifty-three species of trilobites of the family Agnostidae, hitherto undiscovered in the area, were described in detail. This fauna was found in extremely rich thin fossil bands revealed by the trenching which was subsidised by a grant from the excavation committee of the British Associa tion. The Agnostidae had already been used by Swedish geologists for stratigraphical studies, but Illing was the first to use them in the United Kingdom. By comparing them with corresponding faunas in Wales, Scandinavia and Bohemia, he demonstrated that they were a link with the latter two areas.
In his paper he refers to the enthusiastic collecting of 'my father, Mr T. Illing, to whose untiring search much of the best material is due*. He also gives credit to Fearnsides for his first training in geological investigations, and to A. M. Davies, H. H. Read, P. G. H. Boswell and other colleagues in the Royal School of Mines, the section of Imperial College in which his department lay. In the discussions after the paper, Charles Lapworth welcomed the results of this detailed work 'so enthusiastically and fully carried out' and Fearnsides made the point that the careful mapping was as important as the detailed stratigraphic and palaeontological work. Such commendation from acknowledged masters of international repute must have been a great encouragement to the young man. This good work was recognized by the award of the Lyell Fund by the Geological Society in 1918.
At Imperial College, Professor Watts had instituted a series of lectures on mining geology (by himself and C. G. Cullis); on engineering geology (by H. Lapworth); and on petroleum geology (by Arthur Wade). The latter course started in 1911-1912. There had also been discussions with Sir Boverton Redwood and others about a course dealing with the wider aspects of petroleum. Illing was designated Demonstrator in Petroleum in 1914 and Lecturer in 1915. This decision of the College to expand by creating an oil technology course had been prompted by gathering war clouds. It is worth noting that Illing's long association with this course, of which he was appointed Assistant Professor in 1921 and was Professor from 1935 until his retirement in 1955, began when he had little knowledge and no experience of oil work. He saw, we must presume, that geology was basic to the scientific problems of oil exploration and to many of the problems of oil production, but the speed with which he gained first-hand experience in several parts of the world and his confidence in his ability to build up this course were clearly exceptional. The first reference in the College Calendar to the Technology of Oil course was in [1913] [1914] ' . This short note, clearly inspired by war-time energy problems, was intended to encourage greater use of our indigenous oil shales. He thought then that it was possible that the Kimmeridge oil shales could give rise to an industry of important dimensions in Dorset and west Norfolk, perhaps linked by others in Berkshire, Oxfordshire and other Midland counties, providing the technical difficulties of sulphur removal could be solved. This paper also showed an interest in coal conservation. 'There is no doubt', he wrote, 'that the day is not far distant when an important step will be taken in the conservation of our coal supplies: the present wasteful method of burning coal in open fires will be abandoned, and the energy of the coal will be utilized in the form of oil, gas, coke and other products.' It took another generation and another world war to start this process, but Illing was right, although at that time he can have had little or no conception of the magnitude of the world's undiscovered oil and gas reserves or of the possibilities of atomic power.
The building up of the Oil Technology course was a gradual process: the course was never static. Illing read and thought much about the literature of oil occurrence and oilfields, basing his studies mainly on the achievements in America. His first publication on this topic was in 1919 when he wrote a paper for the Geological Magazine entitled 'The search for subterranean oilpools in the British Isles'. This lucid but somewhat pessimistic review of the economic prospects as seen at that time must be compared with the subsequent discovery of twelve small oilfields, several small gas fields and one gas field of some importance, below the United Kingdom land area. These discoveries do not invalidate his reasoning because most of the exploration work which discovered them was subsidized by tax rebates brought about by the nationalization of our hydrocarbons by the Petroleum Act of 1934, which he could not have foreseen. In this early paper he was critical of the optimism in political circles about the current drilling cam paign started during the war. He thought our Carboniferous rocks were too strongly folded, faulted and eroded to have retained economic oil or gas fields, and was pessimistic about their reservoir potential. He was also critical of the use of percussion drills which produced such poor rock samples when haste was unnecessary, the war being over, and recommended coring as certain to provide more im portant data. In these opinions he was in advance of the time.
The war-time creation of an aeronautical inspection department at the Royal School of Mines put Illing in close contact with matters concerning the physics and chemistry of petroleum and its products. The demands of war to some extent assisted him in the building up of the petroleum technology course. In 1915 the College helped him to visit Trinidad for about two months to study its oil geology, thus initiating his long future association with the geology of the island. It seems to have been about this time that he decided to combine academic and consulting work to assist the building of a viable oil technology department. His early lectures on oilfield development, one of his first students recalls, were of necessity compiled from books and lacked the convincing authority of experience. He must have had a great need to develop close contacts with industry, and in this he was remarkably successful. No doubt his early life of financial stringency also urged him towards financial independence. He was less attracted by pure or academic research in spite of the success of his Hartshill work. He had a life-long con viction that knowledge and scientific discoveries should not be an end in themselves but should be applied to the welfare of mankind. In this he may have been influenced by the devout faith of his mother, or by those of his close Cambridge friends who became churchmen. His friendship with Fearnsides undoubtedly helped.
His former students at Imperial College remember him as an inspiring lecturer and teacher of geology, with a flair for capturing their imagination. For field work he took them to the Malverns, the Dorset coast and the Kent coalfield. In a letter he wrote to M r N. E. Butcher in 1962 he recalled *. . . many happy days I spent in the Malverns which I have mapped and remapped in detail from the southern end to the Abberley Hills, though I have never found time to put my ideas on paper . . . '. In 1925 he had dug trenches to determine the nature of the boundary between the Malvernian and the W arren House Volcanics east of Herefordshire Beacon. T hat he refrained from publishing was perhaps assisted by his experiences in other badly exposed geological areas of complexity, where he had learned how many trenches, pits and boreholes were necessary to establish anything like the whole truth. He is reported to have had a seemingly inexhaustible energy in the field, thinking little of walking twenty or thirty miles in a day. He was not a natural good mixer in the sense that he had no time for 'socializing', but he took great interest in his students and in their subsequent careers. He was an excellent judge of character and ability, and many have testified to his help in guiding or placing them within the petroleum industry.
Illing's general views on petroleum geology at this time are to be found in a review he wrote in 1930. 'The science needs not only its geologists but its physicists, chemists, petrologists, palaeontologists, geophysicists, all specialists in certain aspects of the problems of petroleum which require detailed knowledge or specialized skill.' It is of interest that in this review he deplored the custom of drawing geological cross sections with an exaggerated vertical scale. 'The model or three dimensional conception is the only real test of the accurate delineation of structure. Geology has been hampered by the failure to realize the fundamental error of representing structure with different horizontal and vertical scales; the results are mere caricatures. Petroleum geology has done much to eliminate this mischievous practice.' This seems to be the first time this criticism appeared in print.
After the First W orld W ar was over, summer vacation studies with students were made in the oilfields of Trinidad, Poland, Romania, in the Pechelbronn oil mine in France and in the Scottish oil shale fields. These visits aroused a sustained interest in the problems of how to obtain the maximum recovery of oil from oilfields. As a result he started a research project to study the whole process of oil, gas and water movement in porous media and thought deeply on the origin, accumulation and preservation of hydrocarbons. Most of this work took place in the thirties.
G. D. Hobson, his associate at the Royal School of Mines for many years, has written as follows:
Tiling used to say that when he went to Im perial College initially he had no knowledge whatever of oil geology beyond the fact that oil was lighter than water, and therefore would float. I believe that it may have been Fearnsides who, at some stage, had said to him that water will tend to sink into the lowest part of a basinal feature, and so oil, being lighter than water, will float upwards into anticlinal zones. By experi menting with oil and water in sand-filled glass tubes he found that oil would not float upwards in water-filled sand. Looking at the physics of the situation he realized that it was in order for it not to do so under the conditions used, and that here was a typical example of loose thinking, i.e. qualitative as compared with quantitative thinking. O ther early experiments involving flow of water and oil through sands showed a tendency for oil to work its way upwards. At a later stage it was shown that, providing the oil mass is tall enough, buoyancy will carry it upwards under "static" conditions. I believe these experiments were done much earlier than those carried out by Gilman A. Hill at Berkeley. Illing's early experiments involving flow of water and oil through glass tubes filled with sand were to investigate the influence of coarse-fine interfaces in holding back oil. By starting with oil-saturated sand and using water as the displacing agent, he showed that in these circum stances water was preferentially held back by a coarse-fine interface. This demonstrated that interfacial tension, not surface tension, was the dominant factor. Later pressure observations were made along the sandfilled tubes, strictly in the realm of capillary pressure measurements. Drainage experiments were also made on long sand columns, with subsequent determination of the oil saturation at different heights; both types of study were probably among the earliest on capillary pressures Vincent Charles Illing done in connection with oilfield studies: some work at Rothamsted was well ahead as far as the publication of fundamental ideas were concerned, but Illing's sand/oil/water investigations were set up without knowledge of these.'
Illing was an early writer in this field in which he made his greatest research contribution to petroleum geology. The main results were published in 1933 in the Journal of the Institute of Petroleum Technology under the title 'The migration of oil and gas'. This classic contribution to oil literature introduced the concept of Primary Migration from the source rock into the reservoir, and Secondary Migration concentrating the oil within the reservoir. His experiments showed that compaction was probably the main cause of oil movement out of the source rocks (a view already adopted in his 1919 Geological Magazine paper): hydraulics and gravity were important in secondary migration. They also showed that droplets of oil in a water-wet capillary tend to inhibit oil movement and produce static conditions; water had no difficulty in entering water-wet capillaries, but there was a strong resistance to oil doing so. The primary migration, he found, was guided by rock texture; oil enters coarse rocks preferentially and stops at the boundary with fine rocks until the pressure difference overcomes the resistance. He concluded that most oil was probably formed early in the sedimentary cycle but that rock compaction is a prolonged process. In 1939 he published another paper in the same journal which studied the principles underlying secondary migration in monoclines, terraces, fault structures and domes on monoclines. Buoyancy and water had to work together to achieve accumu lation ; without water movement, oil was static. In this paper Illing refrained from discussing anticlines, but envisaged their filling with oil or gas as being governed by the same principles: he was clearly much influenced by the kind of stratigraphy and structure developed in his sphere of interest in Trinidad and Venezuela.
At the beginning of the Second World War, when there was a period of uncertainty about future Royal School of Mines activities, Illing carried out further researches at his home, then Links Corner, Ashtead. This had the objective of increased recovery from oil sands. He was assisted by S. E. Coomber and G. D. Hobson, who visited the house daily where they worked in a spare bedroom. Some time later at Imperial College during week-end firewatching, some work was done on the use of hot calor gas (butane/ propane) for passing through oil-charged sand to study its effects on oil recovery. Hobson writes:
'Since high pressure conditions were not used, this did not involve the miscible slug sweep effects that have been employed in secondary recovery projects in recent years. In order to avoid the special sweep conditions which exist in sand-filled tubes, this set of experiments was done in flat tin containers representing a sector of a 7-spot system. I well remember the troubles with soldered joints when overheating occurred, and wondering whether the top floor under a glass roof was the best place for such activities in the circumstances.'
Vincent Charles Illing
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T rinidad
While in rooms in London during the First World War, Illing had met Miss Frances Jean Leslie, eldest daughter of the headmaster of Perth Academy, who was teaching in London. They were married on 20 December 1919. After a honeymoon in North Wales they went to Trinidad, where Illing had agreed to investigate the geology of the Naparima area for the oil company of that name. This was an area with no natural exposures of bed rock, where outcrops had to be created by the laborious digging of pits and trenches, mostly in cane fields. During a two-year leave of absence from Imperial College, he examined over 9000 pits and about 100 trenches. Every excava tion, made by native labour, had to be thoroughly sampled and searched for fossils. Foraminifera were hand picked and formed the subject of a wellknown paper subsequently published by W. L. F. Nuttall. Illing is credited during this investigation with being the first geologist to use heavy minerals for the correlation of sediments. The results of all this work were eventually published in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society in 1928.
Dr H. G. Kugler, who spent about forty years working in Trinidad before retiring to the Basel Natural History Museum, first met Illing in the island in 1921. They became firm friends. Kugler has written the following personal reminiscences:
'When starting as geologist in June 1920 I soon heard of Illing's work in the Naparima region, but it was probably not before June 1921 that I was introduced to him. My field book reports how he showed us the results of his studies in heavy mineral residue for differentiation of sandstones of various ages for the purpose of correlation, and what the characteristics of these residues are. Together we went to Picton estate where Illing had a gang of men augering the boundary between Cyclammina clay resting on Green clay or marl. He used long carpen ter's augers of 1£-1| inch thread welded on five feet of f inch tubing. With £ inch tubing his men drilled to about 27 feet. For deeper holes a mast of twenty-eight feet of 2 inch steam pipe, held by girders with pulley and rope, allowed depths of 70 feet to be reached. He even worked with a forty foot 2£ inch mast to drill to 95 feet. The greater depth he needed for the definition of fault planes. Most of the pits and trenches were cut in sugar cane fields. He had to choose the right season but even so it was terribly hot working in high cane. He measured dozens of 8 feet deep pits in one day and sometimes trenches more than 20 feet long. In rainy days those pits had to be bailed empty. I saw many of them and also the large pile of samples in bags in a shed at the laboratory.'
Illing showed a complete disregard for his own bodily comforts when working in Trinidad and had the reputation of working extremely hard. The pits and trenches were not only sometimes partly water filled, but occasionally contained poisonous snakes. During this work the Illings lived at Cedar Hill estate, west of Princestown. His wife kept house for him and looked after their young son. Kugler remembers a happy family. Illing never smoked and rarely touched alcohol, but nevertheless got on very well with the planters.
He used students in Trinidad for survey work, chemical analyses, heavy mineral and foraminiferal separations. He selected his workmen carefully and paid them more than sugar-cane workers. He trained some local men who subsequently made a career in the oil industry and attained good positions: one became chief draughtsman of his company and another became senior laboratory assistant, identifying faunal assemblages under such well-known palaeontologists as Renz, Bronniman and Bolli.
During 
Consultant
Although most of his professional work outside the University was con cerned with petroleum, he was adviser to several mining ventures, par ticularly in the inter-war years. There was an early association with the redevelopment of a copper mine at Allihies in south-west Ireland. During the twenties he was involved with the mapping and development of Cornish china clays for the Cowdray interests. For the same group he examined bituminous limestones in the Avignon area of Southern France and opened up an important asphalt mine there that is still in production. In the early thirties he investigated gold mining prospects in South Africa, Portugal and Fiji. In post-war years he re-visited South Africa on behalf of Consolidated Gold Fields, and examined the 'carbon leaders' of the Witwatersrand forma tion in relation to the deposition of gold and uranium.
But it was in the petroleum industry that his major contributions lay. For a part of every summer from 1928 to 1939, Illing carried out geological surveys in Venezuela. In early years finance was critical for this type of expedition: some money had to be earned. Once in the early twenties he started with £20 to live on and take him there and back. He travelled rough and light. On one trip he went on foot with one local guide and a donkey from the mouth of the Orinoco to the Andes, working his passage back by boat. He had the usual adventures of geologists in those days in politically Biographical Memoirs unstable areas, such as falling in with rebels and being subsequently arrested with them. There were days in the jungle when he existed on wild grape fruit and water at the roots of plants. The early geological studies he made in Venezuela were the foundation of his future consulting work in that area.
Soon after the establishment of the Oil Technology course at Imperial College, requests had started to come in asking for Illing's advice on the oil prospects of industrial undertakings. An early request was from the Cowdray Group, to whom he remained consultant for many years, giving opinions on projects in many parts of the world. Lazard Brothers consulted him on a Polish prospect and he made visits to Portugal, North Africa, Germany, France, Italy and South Africa.
His knowledge of Venezuelan geology came to the notice of certain financial interests. Extensive petroleum concessions there had been obtained by the late A. Meyer of New York, and in collaboration with the late H. M arx of Gull & Go., m erchant bankers in the City, they sought Illing's technical advice. His enthusiasm for the venture persuaded his banking friends to set up an organization-later to become Caracas Petroleum Corporation-to explore the region.
This was a turning point in Illing's career. He advised Caracas Petroleum Corporation on the selection of concessions and directed surface geological mapping, gravity surveys, refraction and reflection surveys, mainly in the States of Guarico and Anzoategui.
Caracas Petroleum Corporation was merged with the U ltram ar Company in the late thirties. M r C. L. Nelson, Deputy Chairm an of U ltram ar, has written as follows:
'Professor Illing played a very im portant part in the early history of U ltram ar Company Limited, which was formed in 1935 by United Kingdom interests to acquire, explore and develop oil concessions in Venezuela. He was the company's consulting geologist from the outset, and advised on the acquisition of Venezuelan oil concessions and on the exploration and development which followed. The company was a pioneer in oil exploration and development in Eastern and Central Venezuela. It was in large measure through his efforts that the Mercedes oilfields in the State of Guarico were discovered and in 1948 brought on to production. He combined a vast knowledge of Venezuelan oil geology with brilliant powers of exposition over a wide range of subjects. He was a stimulating personality and a fighter. He was in the forefront of U ltram ar's early developments and took an im portant part in the Company's relation ship with the U .K . Government in the war and immediate post-war years. He was also very active in the Company's close relationship with Texaco who became U ltram ar's partner in the development of the major part of U ltram ar's oil concessions in Venezuela. In later years he contributed to U ltram ar by helping train a num ber of petroleum geologists who have achieved success.'
Vincent Charles Illing
From 1940, Illing guided field operations for Ultramar in close collabora tion with Mr F. C. Sealey, exploration manager in Latin America for the Texas Company. They had a very harmonious relationship which continued for many years.
During the Second World War Illing was consulted by the Bank of England on Venezuelan oil matters. He was also consulted by Mr Emmanuel Shinwell when the latter was Minister of Power. Although no lover of a Labour Government, Illing used to tell how impressed he was by the immediate understanding shown by the Minister of the reasons against nationalization of oil companies.
Illing had an office and secretary at No. 15 Throgmorton Avenue, not far from Ultramar's office. The secretary, Miss Ruth Marks, remained with him until his death. In 1946 Petroleum Scientific Services Limited was formed with himself as managing director, to provide advisory services for the companies he was assisting in the Caribbean. The office at 15 Throg morton Avenue also became the starting point of another company, Seismograph Services Limited, formed to carry out geophysical work in the sterling area. Dr A. A. Fitch, a former student and prizeman at Imperial College, was transferred from the parent company, Seismograph Service Corporation of Tulsa, to build up S.S.L. as it is generally called. The company has been very successful and Fitch, now one of its advisers, has reported as follows about its formation:
'Professor Illing had been consultant to many oil companies, including some operating in Trinidad. There, in the late thirties he had met Mr E. J. P. van der Linden, at that time supervising seismic surveys in the island, later to become the Resident Director of Seismo graph Services Limited in London for many years. Both of us had written to Professor Illing on the problems of British oil companies who would need seismic surveys in post-war years, but would not have any services available for sterling payment-and exchange control was very rigid at that time. It was Professor Illing who saw the importance for the British exploration effort of establishing a seismic service company in Britain. He backed his views by arranging the initial financing of Seismograph Services Limited through his own company, Petroleum Scientific Services Limited, with the backing of financial and mining houses in the City. Thus the country, and our own company in par ticular, is indebted to Professor Illing for the foresight and vigour with which he helped the enterprise. It was a privilege to be associated with Professor Illing during that formative period.'
In 1947 Illing was asked by the British Government to arbitrate with the Mexican Government over the payment due to the Mexican Eagle (Shell) Oil Company as compensation for the properties nationalized by President Cardenas before the Second World War. The original intention was that he should lead a group of specialists, but the Mexican Government insisted that the negotiations should be strictly confidential, so he undertook the whole task himself. Great precautions were taken to maintain confidentiality: he travelled by car incognito, as an archaeologically-minded tourist, accom panied by his daughter and her friend. They were housed at the top of a thirteen-storeyed apartment block in Mexico City, where almost daily failures of the electricity supply resulted in much stair climbing, very exhausting at that altitude. Evening discussions were held in the house of Sr Antonio J. Bermudez. Each quickly recognized the other's sincerity, integrity and patriotism and the two men developed a mutual respect for each other which led to close friendship. Illing's success in completing these negotiations was recorded in the Illing returned to Mexico several times in the years following the agree ment to assist with advice on the exploitation of the oilfields. The first assignment for his son, Leslie, fresh from university research into the sedimentation of limestones, was to study the geology of the huge Cretaceous limestone oil reservoir of Poza Rica whose efficient development was essential for Mexico's repayment of the $110 million, the agreed compen sation.
V. C. Illing & Partners
During the Second World War, Illing considered it his duty to devote most of his time and energy to the country's need for oil, developing exploration and production in Trinidad and Venezuela. College duties were largely in the hands of his lieutenants and former students, Dr F. G. Hobson and Mr S. E. Coomber.
With the end of the war, requests for advice from industry multiplied. He arranged to forego most of his College salary, while continuing to oversee the broad direction of his department and to give a few highlight lectures to all his students until his formal retirement from the College in 1955.
By the end of the 1940s pressure of work made it necessary for him to take partners to share the load of consulting duties. He was joined by Dr G. D. Hobson, who held similar views on the importance of applied geology, and who had already assisted him in many ways. Dr C. J. May joined him on the petroleum engineering and reservoir physics side. Work on Venezuela in particular continued, and an evaluation was undertaken for Shell of their South American, Canadian Eagle and Caribbean properties, involving Illing in extensive travel through these areas.
In 1950 the expanded consulting office was moved to South Kensington to be closer to Imperial College. The office was on the first floor of Alfred House, almost opposite South Kensington Underground Station. This was the beginning of the firm 'V. C. Illing and Partners'. Further activities included a technical study of Anglo-Ecuadorian's Ancon area; and an exploration programme near Naples was continued until the project was killed by the revision of the Italian petroleum laws in 1956. In these and all future activities, Illing worked in collaboration with his partners.
A particularly important assignment for the new company was to advise the Nigerian Government on the development of their oil industry, success fully started by Shell and BP in partnership. They held the whole prospective area on land, and it was necessary to arrange for the future when a host of new applicants for concessions would follow Shell-BP relinquishments. Illing advised the Government on the division, valuation and distribution of the new concessions. There has never been any criticism of the fair way in which the allocations were made.
In 1960 his son returned from the petroleum industry in Canada to join the Partnership, which shortly afterwards moved to its present larger premises at Cuddington Croft, a house close to Illing's home in Cheam.
From about this time his main consulting interests were centred in Britain. Having learned and reached the top of his profession by studying and working on the oilfields of the world, he was anxious to apply his experience to the benefit of the country he loved so dearly.
Since 1953, BP on behalf of the Gas Council had been investigating the gas prospects of the land areas of Britain and in 1958 the Gas Council, who themselves had no technical staff experienced in exploration, invited Illing to serve as their technical adviser. This arrangement was formalized in 1960 to include also a search for, and the prospective development of aquifers suitable for the underground storage of gas.
Illing had the duty of advising the Council on the expenditure required for each annual programme produced by the BP technical staff. He had never rated very highly the prospect of finding gas onshore, but when the Groningen gas discovery was made in Holland in 1958 the importance of the North Sea as a prospective area was clear, and this changed the emphasis of all exploration programmes. Illing had pointed earlier to it as a basin of sedimentation since the Carboniferous and he believed that both oil and gas would be found there. The main reason that it had not been explored before was that the necessary marine rigs had not been developed for work in such difficult waters.
He was keenly aware of the potential value to Britain's economy of a new source of domestic fuel and urged a leasing policy which would encourage the petroleum industry to explore the whole area as thoroughly as possible. However, despite his confidence in the outcome he thought that the Gas Council should leave the exploration to the oil companies, and confine its activities to purchasing gas from those who were successful. It may have been for this reason that he did not take part in the activity of the Gas Council when they accepted the partnership offered by American International Oil, later known as the Amoco Group.
Meanwhile he had accepted the Council's request to search for areas suitable for the underground storage of gas in aquifers, and worked on this enthusiastically almost up to the time of his death. The challenge was much to his taste. It has been started by others with plans to store town gas in Cretaceous sandstones at Cliffe (near Rochester) and at Winchester. Illing found defects in the former and could see certain limitations at Winchester and he turned his attention to the belt of Triassic sandstones bearing nonpotable water, and extending underground from the Gotswolds towards the Wash. The work involved the drilling of scores of shallow boreholes and a few medium-depth holes. Careful stratigraphical comparisons between the various boreholes were necessary to determine underground structure and allow estimates of storage potential, in addition to various flow tests to establish inter-communication. This work revealed extensive new informa tion about the subsurface geology of the Cotswold area which will in due course be published by the Institute of Geological Sciences.
A notable structure was found at Sarsden, but by this time the require ments had changed to storing natural gas from the North Sea, for a distri bution system operating at much higher pressures than had been considered necessary for town gas. Although the economic advantage of storage of gas to meet the seasonal load of domestic appliances remained unchanged, the Gas Council had by now decided to limit their investment in this project; alternatives that were being developed for meeting these seasonal demands included the storage of liquid methane, and the scheme for aquifer storage was put into abeyance. Sir Kenneth Hutchison, the Deputy Chairman of the Gas Council when most of this work was done, has kindly written the following appreciation:
'I first met Illing in 1960 when I became Chairman of the Gas Council. He came to his task as our consultant with the greatest enthusiasm but soon made it clear that he had no confidence in the hopes we had formerly entertained of discovering natural gas onshore in the United Kingdom, as a means of restoring the fortunes of a declining industry. He always said that the North Sea prospects were very good indeed, although he declined to act as consultant in that area.
'It was on the basis of his confidence in the outcome, and his firm advice that it was a worthwhile risk, that the Gas Council accepted an invitation from Amoco to become their partners in the North Sea. He told me that he wished to remain independent of individual groups of operators, and I think he was disappointed that in the result he was not asked to act for the Government in the way in which he had become accustomed elsewhere in the world. He always remained available for advice on an informal basis.
'Now that success has been achieved and the Gas Council finds itself in a successful partnership and the owner of a substantial proportion of the reserves of gas in the North Sea it is hard to recall the doubts and anxieties of a period when a Nationalized industry elects to take on a new activity and to exert all the pressures necessary to encourage Governments and administrations to put through the legislation that is needed, but throughout all this period Illing's confidence in ultimate success was a considerable factor in the decisions that had to be taken.' In 1943 he wrote a paper for the Journal of the Institute of Petroleum which gave his views on 'Education and the petroleum industry'. His educational thinking was very modern. He wrote: 'The demand is therefore for two almost contradictory attributes: a broad basis of scientific knowledge and a greater depth of specialization in one particular direction. Whilst these two requisites appear mutually antagonistic, they need not necessarily be so if we choose to make the first the prime objective of our educational system, and allow the second to be built up largely by experience.' His own career was a demonstration of the practicability of this view. During the discussion which followed this paper, he expressed some forthright views about physiography. He thought it unfortunate that the subject had been merged in geography and that it had not gained by being so merged. As in the case of physical geography or physical geology, the geographers had absorbed, he said, but they were not competent to teach physical geography or physical geology. He hoped that the subject of physiography would be resuscitated and put back into the school curriculum with a proper geological course. He thought it essential that some of the staff of universities should maintain continuous contact with the changing needs of industry. He felt it his duty to keep one foot in his college and the other in the oil industry.
His philosophy about oil geology at this time was that the intending oil geologist had two main avenues along which he could travel. He could remain in exploration or move into oil development. His course at the Royal School of Mines was modified to allow students to move in either of these two directions. But in later years he recognized no essential difference between categories of oil geologists and emphasized that a sound geological training is basic to both specializations. He regarded the main difference between the oil geologist and the pure geologist as being that the former has to be well informed on the forces and different reactions of the fluids contained in the rocks. The oil geologist was not merely an observer but one whose basic physics and chemistry must be sound, who has to work with engineers and other technical people and know their language.
At a discussion meeting in 1942 presided over by the Presidents of the Geological Society and of the Institute of Physics he gave his views on geophysics applied to oil geology. He stressed the importance of the seismic reflexion method and of the relatively new electric borehole logging tech niques. He urged the closest collaboration between the geologist and physicist.
In May 1942 Illing gave an important address to the Geologists' Associa tion entitled 'Geology applied to petroleum'. This was an admirable synopsis. It was published in the Proceedings of the Geologists' Association in October of the same year, and two years later was republished, in five parts, in the U.S. trade journal Oil Weekly. Nothing could show more clearly his high standing in U.S. oil circles at that time.
The introduction to this paper and its conclusions provide another state ment of his geological philosophy. He regarded the cultural side of science as a great end in itself. 'Our educational system', he wrote, 'has been enslaved far too long by the intellectual snobbery of those pundits who see surpassing beauty in a line from Homer, but none in the study of Nature's marvels around them. Science properly appreciated is more full of beauty than anything man has created, and geology, the study of the whole history of the earth (leaving to history its last momentary spasm) will always take its place as one of the cultural sciences.' He castigated those academics who adopt a superior attitude towards applied geologists '. . . while we glory in the purity of our science and eschew its practical aspects we cannot expect the world around us to be aware of the services which geology could render were it properly used'. His final paragraph is worth quoting. 'Finally, it is surely time that we ceased to differentiate as between one type of geologist and another. On the contrary, there is every reason why we ought to be united as students of earth history and structure. Oil geology has grown up by its contacts with other sciences and other problems. The whole science of geology will surely grow by what it does for man both in the material and spiritual planes. It would be well to bury the terms "Pure" and "Applied" geology so long as they are used in a separatist sense. There is only one geology. Its purity depends on its truth not on its application.' 
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Illing's heart was in the application of geology to the petroleum industry and to teaching about this. He had boundless enthusiasm and led a thoroughly constructive life in both spheres, which were complementary. The school of Oil Technology he built up is the only important institution of its type surviving in the United Kingdom: the country would be the poorer without it. The successful consulting firm he created was for many years the only one of its kind in this country. His high principles, scrupulous integrity and honesty created great confidence in those he advised and in those who worked for him or with him. His career was characterized by enduring relationships: an example of this is his employment of only one secretary in over twenty-five years of consulting work. With his long experience of teaching and guiding students he had a gift for picking and moulding a good team. He could be stern when the occasion demanded; but he had a great and infectious, yet basically simple and kindly sense of humour. With great powers of concentration and imagination, he was above all a leader of thought and men. A typical token of the goodwill he created in his professional work has been written by Mr F. G. Sealey, formerly of the Texas Oil Company, an American closely associated with him in the early days of Ultramar. 'The Professor gave most generously of his advice and guidance in the exploration and development of the venture . . . we found him to be a man of broad unbiased scientific background, deeply sincere and most considerate of the views of others. ' In a profession which he saw as too concerned in Britain with its own amateur status and academic values, it was inevitable that his ideals and aims in applying his science were sometimes misunderstood. Perhaps for this reason he was seldom seen at meetings of the Geological Society at Burlington House in his later years. Nevertheless he regarded it with deep respect and gratitude. Anonymously he gave a substantial sum to the Society's 'Watts Fund', set up at his request to help publication difficulties and as a tribute to the man whose wisdom and example he valued above all others, and who had done so much to guide him in the early days of his professional career.
Within the Royal School of Mines he gave a scholarship for research in sedimentation.
Brought up in austerity, he was ever mindful of the needs of others. His old school at Nuneaton, his college at Cambridge and numerous charities were amongst many that benefited from his generosity. He was a very keen and knowledgeable gardener, with a special interest in fruit trees. At his last home at Cheam he had well over fifty different varieties of cordon apples and pears, and had planned for horticultural experiments relating the quality of dessert fruit to the trace element composition of soils. His penchant for pitting and underground excavation showed itself in the ingenious fruit store he hollowed out of the chalk beneath his garden. The chambers maintained a suitably uniform temperature and provided warmth in winter for a greenhouse with which they were connected. Besides fruit, he had unusually fine collections of irises and dahlias; although of modest size, his garden was widely known for its outstanding beauty.
He was very fond of classical music, particularly in vocal form. He had a good voice himself, and the singing successes of his youngest daughter, Mary, gave him special pleasure.
He was a sincerely religious man. From an early age he knew long passages of the Bible by heart, and he found lasting enjoyment and encouragement in its reading. Yet his place of worship and relaxation was in the world of Nature round about him, for he regarded it rather than anything man-made as God's gift and revelation.
He lived unostentatiously and was able to combine his busy consulting and academic life with a happy family life which impressed all privileged to experience it: his home was open to all his many friends visiting him from many parts of the world. He loved his work in university and in industry, both so full of scientific and human interest. Social activities were of less importance to him than the well-being of those about him, of his profession, and of all the many people with whom it brought him into contact. His interests were wide: his opinions widely sought and freely given.
Thanks to skilful medical attention, a cancerous condition was arrested for many years. He never spoke of it, never recriminated against it. Mercifully the final run down was not prolonged. He was immersed in his work till within a few weeks of his death on 16 May 1969.
At the request of his son, four daughters and fifteen grandchildren, the portrait shown here was painted posthumously for his loving wife, Frances, who had given him such long and loyal support, to mark what would have been their golden wedding anniversary.
Illing did not leave any personal record with the Society. The above has been compiled with the assistance of his colleagues, associates and former students. In addition to his wife, Mrs 
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